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On foot and on horseback, a steady stream of peasants and villagers crowded the
rutted roads into the small Cerman town of Jriterbog. They appeared to be going to
market, and it was true that they had scented a bargain. But it was not livestock or
farm produce that they were coming to buy. The celebrated Dominican preacher
Johann Tetzel had set up in the marketplace a rostrum surmounted by a great cross
decorated with the arms of Pope Leo X; Tetzel's credentials, a document of authorization from the pontiff himself, lay on a gold-embroidered cushion. And beside the
rostrum, a representative of the Augsburg banking house of Fugger superintended the
chest into which the credulous would be invited to deposit their florins.
"As soon as the coin in the coffer rings, the soul from purgatory springs," ran the
catch phrase attributed to Tetzel. His sermons employed a harsher rhetoric:

How many mortalsins are committed in aday, how many in aweek, how
many in a year, how many in a whole lifetime? They are all but infinite
and they have to undergo an infinite penalty in the flaming punishment
of purgatory. Yet in virtue of these confes sional /etters, you shall be able
to gain, once in a life, full pardon of these penalties.
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the sixteenth century, many priests and monks had
orcubines and illegitimate offspring, and they attractwidespread contempt. Financial corruption further
frished the Church of Rome and opened the way for
reforms of the German monk Martin Luther, refrmls that changed Christian worship across Europe
rcshaped Europe's web of political alliances.
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The money paid for the letters, which were known as indulgences/ would, Tetzel
promised, instantly remit punishment due for sins committed, or to be committed in
the future. And this applied not only to the subscriber but also to his dead relatives.
{mong Tetzel's audience on that day in April 1517 was Martin Luther, a thirtythree-year-old lecturer in biblical studies from the nearby University of Wittenberg.
During the course of his training, Luther had become convinced that the sale of
indulgences had no basis in the teachings of Christ. Six months after hearing Tetzel,
Luther's anger was to burst forth in a letter of protest, addressed to his archbishop, in
which he set out ninety-five theses directed against the concept of indulgences. These
reiterated with the force of hammer blows Luther's scorn for a corrupt doctrine. Thesis
number twenty-eight read: "lt is certainly possible that when money clinks in the
collection box, greed and avarice can increase; but the intercession of the Church
depends on the will of Cod alone." A number of the theses were cast in the form of
prescriptions for what the Church should be teaching, thereby implying its present
failings: "Christians should be taught that the pope/s pardons are useful only if they
do not rely on them, but most harmful if they lose the fear of Cod through them." .
Years later, a colleague of Luther's, Philipp Melanchthon, wrote that Luther had
also nailed his theses to the church door in Wittenberg-a story that gained wide
currency in later times. Whether or not Luther made such a dramatic gesture/ within
weeks the theses were circulating in print throughout Cermany and beyond. Luther
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had set in motion a train of events that would lead to a breach with Rome and shatter
the centuries-old unity of the Catholic church. New forms of worship would be
established, and as the Christian community of the Western world became divided
between the old and the new faiths, the political map of Europe would be redrawn.

The Germany in which Luther grew up consisted of a patchwork of principalities,
duchies, and other territories within the overall compass of the Holy Roman Empire.
Some of these units-in particular the sixty-five imperial cities, which were governed
on a daily basis by their own municipal councils-enjoyed considerable autonomy,

During the first crucial phase of the Reformation, from
1517 to 1525, the issues were fiercely debated in Saxony and neighboring north German principalities within the borders of the Holy Roman Empire and in south
German lands near the Swiss city of Zurich. They then
spread across all o{ Europe. The Scandinavian countries
were among the first to adopt Lutheranism; in 1534,
England established its own national church; in the
1 540s, the doctrines preached by lohn Calvin in Geneva
started gaining wide acceptance in France and other
countries. By the 1 550s, only ltaly, Portugal, and Spain
remained unaffected by Protestant doctrine.
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but all were at least nominally subject to the Holy Roman emperor. The latter was
regarded as the pope's temporal counterpart, the leader of Western Christendom, and
it was against the authority of pope and emperor jointly that the diverse grievances

of the cerman people in the early sixteenth century came to be directed.
Over the previous century, the spirit of intellectual inquiry that was one of the chief
legacies of the Renaissance had led to a widespread questioning of tradition in many

fields, including religion. Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam, the irost respected scholar in Europe, had argued that many of the current practices of the Church were based
on superstition; other theologians in France, ltaly, and England had also voiced stern

ln Germany, scholars had examined the origins, both legendary and
historical, of the cerman-speaking peoples, and had promoted nationalist feeiing at
the same time as they challenged many of the long-established doctrines of the
Church. ln 1492, at the inaugural ceremony for the University of lngolstadt, the poet
Conradus Celtis had called upon all cerman people to resume ,,that spirit of older
time wherewith you so often confounded and terrified the Romans. . . . Let us feel
shame, yes, shame, I say, to have let our nation assume the yoke of slavery.,,
Even uneducated citizens could see that the Church was deserving of criticism.
Many parish priests were illiterate and hardly knew how to perform the ordinary
services. Although the Church prescribed celibacy, a large number of clergymen
lived with women, and their bishops preferred to let matters stand rather than loie the
income derived from imposing fines for concubinage. Many monks and nuns flagrantly violated their vows of poverty and chastity. Aut the Church retained a strong
hold over its poorercongregations, who remained bound by superstition and ritual.
Belief in the healing properties of sacred relics was common. Fear of hellfire was
stronger than hope for redemption-a fear enforced by the Church,s continuous
emphasis on the price to be paid in the afterlife for sins committed in this life.
Luther himself possessed a deeply personal sense of sin that he was never to lose.
There were times during his early years, he confessed, when he even hated a cod
who made rules that seemed impossible to obey and who then condemned those
who broke them to eternal damnation.
Luther was born in 1483 in the little town of Eisleben in what is now East Cermany.
His father, Hans, had started life as a peasant but had gravitated to ironstone mining
and had subsequently risen in the world. He had high ambitions for his gifted son anj
sent him to college to study law. He was therefore greatly disappoinled when, in
1505, two months after starting his law course, his son decided to give up the law and
enter an Augustinian monastery in Erfurt. According to one account, Luther was
returning to the university after a visit to his parents when he was struck to the ground
by a flash of lightning. ln terror he cried out to his father's saint, the patroiess of
miners: "Saint Anne, help me and I will become a monkl,,
There was no more determined novice than Martin Luther. ,,1 was a good monk,,,
he later recounted, "and I kept to the rule of my order so strictly that I may truly say
that if ever a monk got to heaven by his monkery it was l. . . . lf I had kept on any
longer I should have killed myself with vigils, prayers, reading, and other work.i,
Nevertheless, this intense dedication was motivated at least in pait by Luther's private
doubts and feelings of unworthiness, which were reinforced on the occasion of his
first celebration of Mass after he was ordained. After the ceremony, which had
drained him emotionally, he sought reassurance from his father, whom he had invited
to attend. But Hans had still not forgiven him for abandoning his legal studies and
criticisms.

lr lhe tim€ Martin Luther sat for this portrait in 1529,
It immediate dangers to which his criticisms oi
Crrh doctrines had exposed him were over. Having
.Srdoned his monk's habit and settled into domestil
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arrd to influence the progress of the Reformation
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reproached his son for leaving his parents unprovided for in their old age. And when
Martin explained that he had been called by a voice out of the thundercloud, Hans
spoke the terrible words, "cod grant that it was not an apparition of the Devil!,,
Luther became increasingly skeptical of many of the practices by which, according
to the Church, cod's will was to be fulfilled. During the winterof 15-l0-15-l1, h;
traveled to Rome on business for his order and visited sacred places; in one of these,
so that a soul might be released from purgatory, he was required to recite the Lord,s
Prayer in Latin on every step of a holy staircase. But, as he later related, at the top of
the stairs he was only half-convinced of the power of his prayers, and a quesiion
formed itself in his mind: "Who can tell if it is so?,,
on his return to cermany, he was appointed a lecturer at the new University of
wittenberg, which had. been founded by Frederick I of saxony. Here, while studying
and lecturing on the Bible, Luther achieved his great theological insight. He becaml
convinced that salvation was to be secured not by what people did but by what they
6elieved. He interpreted a text in saint paul's Epistle to t'he riomans, ,,By faith are ye
saved," as meaning, "By faith alone are you saved." From then on, he no longer saw
God as an accountant to be bartered with, a stern judge who must be contiriuously

propitiated by good works. Christ had come to save sinners; salvation was not
to be
achieved through one's own puny efforts but only through faith in him.
From this standpoint, many of the prevailing doctrinestf the church appeared to
Luther to be both irrelevant and blasphemous. Particularly suspect were: the notion
that Cod was expected to reward a Christian in proportion to the number of prayers
said, of pilgrimages undertaken, of contributions made; the cult of saints and ti-reir
relics, with its odor of polytheism; and the sale of indulgences.
The last provoked Luther's special ire. According to ihe doctrine of penance, a
sinner had first to feel remorse for his sin and then confess it to a priestl when ihe
sinner performed a "satisfaction" to prove his sincerity-such as reciting certain
prayers or going on a pilgrimage-the priest could grant absolution. By t
300, the
pope had arrogated the right to dictate the nature of ihese satisfactions and to grant
an indulgence-a certificate of absolution-to repentant sinners. In return, thl recipient was expected to make a contribution to Church funds according to his means.
A final development concerned the concept of purgatory that, thougil not explicitly
mentioned in the Bible, had evolved during the Middle Ages partly in answer to the
problem of why one should pray for the dead. lf the dead are in heil, no entreaty can
redeem them; if in heaven, they hardly need our intercession. lf there was an intermediate state, however, impure souls might there wash off the residue of earthly sins
and thus qualify for heaven. Toward the end of the fifteenth century, pope Sixtus IV,
one of the less reputable pontiffs of the Renaissance period, succumbed'to an urgent
need for money and combined the two doctrines of penance and purgatory by issiing
an indulgence whose purchasers were assured that their deceased loved ones woulJ
be immediately transferred from purgatory to heaven.
According to the preacher Johann Tetzel, those who purchased indulgences did
not even need to be in a state of repentance for them to be effective. To make matters
worse, a web of financial corruption surrounded Tetzel's sales drive, and it involved
the very archbishop to whom Luther wrote his letter. Officially, Tetzel was engaged
in raising funds for the rebuilding of Saint Peter's Basilica in Rome, an ambitious new
edifice that would cover the site of the martyrdom of Saint Peter and contribute
greatly to the glorification of the papacy. Tetzel, however, was also employed by
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Albert, archbishop of Mainz, whom Pope Leo had authorized to keep half the proceeds from the indulgences. Albert was in debt to the banking house of Fugger for
10,000 ducats, money that he had borrowed to pay Leo for a dispensation allowing
him to hoid three bishoprics at once. ln this way, the credulity of the faithful helped
finance the greed of ambitious clergy and bankers alike.
Luther was probably unaware at the time of these financial ramifications, but he
believed that indulgences were profoundly dangerous. Those who continued to sin
because they felt secure from punishment, having purchased absolution, were in his
view being fatally misled by the Church. lt was a question of life and death.
Even the indolent and pleasure-loving Pope Leo X-who is reported to have said,
on gaining the papal tiara, "Cod has given us the papacy; now let us enjoy i1"-16735
forced into action when the archbishop of Mainz forwarded to him Luther's Ninetyfive Theses. lt was first decided that Luther should be disciplined by his own order,
the Augustinians. He was summoned to a convention of the order, at which his
justification of the theses was widely supported. He was then instructed to travel to
Rome, but wisely refused. Despite rumors that he was to be arrested, he did agree to
meet a representative of the pope, Cardinal Cajetan, at Augsburg. The only result of
this encounter, however, was that Cajetan's emphasis on the need to obey the papacy
in the matter of indulgences led Luther to question the entire basis of papal authority.
By the time he returned to Wittenberg toward the end of 1 518, Luther had become,

in the eyes of the Church, a dangerous heretic who must be suppressed. But in
Frederick of Saxony he had a powerful protector, and while the pope maneuvered,
Luther was granted crucial time in which to develop his ideas and gain support.
Frederick, the head of one of the largest states within the Holy Roman Empire, held
conventional religious views and took pride in a collection of 17,000 holy relics.
These included a piece of Moses' burning bush, thirty-three fragments of the holy
cross, and even a vial of milk from the Virgin's breast.zAlthough he probably did not

share Luther's radical ideas, he was persuaded by his chaplain-a close friend of
Luther's-that his bright young prot6g6 should be given shelter in Saxony and not sent
to Rome for judgment. And when Maximilian l, the Holy Roman emperor, died in
1 51 9, Frederick's status as one of the seven secular and ecclesiastical rulers who had
the right to elect the new emperor made the pope reluctant to antagonize him.
Even after the election of Charles V later that year, Frederick remained an influential figure, under whose protection Luther was transformed from an obscure teacher into a national celebrity. One event contributing to this process was a public
disputation he undertook in Leipzig in 1519 against a professional debater, Johann
Eck. Such contests, which often went on for weeks, attracted large and vociferous
audiences. During the eighteen days of their debate, Eck managed to manipulate
Luther into the damaging admission that he fully agreed with the views of .fan Hus,
a Czech preacher who had been condemned by the Church as a heretic and burned
in 1415. ln fact, Luther never considered himself a heretic, but rather a defender of
the one true Church from which the papacy, not he, had deviated; and the most
important difference between Eck and Luther was over the respective roles they
assigned to tradition and the Bible. The Catholic argument was always that, because
Cod watches over his people, any doctrine that had evolved over the centuries and
had been accepted by the whole Church-such as the concept of indulgencescould not be erroneous; otherwise Cod would have long since revealed the fraud. But
Luther would have none of this sanctification of history and insisted on going back
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to the Bible. He would take.the word of a pope or a theologian only when it agreed
with the Sclipture. lnevitably, the debate was inconclusive.
ln 1520, Luther published twenty-four books and pamphlets. In ,,The Address to
the cerman Nobility"-written not in Latin, the language of the church, but in
Cerman, so as to reach a wide audience-he demanded that a general council of the

Church be convened to examine papal abuses. At the same timg, he denied that there
existed a privileged sphere of religious activity reserved exclusively for the clergy, and
he appealed to his compatriots to institute ecclesiastical reforms. His argumenir *"ru
based upon "the priesthood of all believers," one of the most revolutio"nary of all his
ideas. "lf a little company of pious Christian laymen were taken prisoners and carried
away to a desert," he wrote, "and had not among them a priest consecrated by a
bishop, and were there to agree to elect one of them, born in wedlock or not, and
were to order him to baptize, to celebrate the Mass, to absolve, and to preach, this
man would as truly be a priest as if all the bishops and all the popes had consecrated
him." Luther concluded that this "would not be possible if we were not all priests.,,
ln the same tract, Luther attacked the greed of the papacy, which he referied to as
"the greatest thief and robber that has appeared or can appear on earth,,, and he
demanded the abolition of indulgences and of pirgrimages to Rome. He proposed that
clergy be allowed to marry: "lt is not every priest thatian do without a woman, not
only on account of human frailty but still more for his household." And he called for
an end to religious holidays and saints'days, customarily celebrated with great

processions and merrymaking: "with our present abuses of drinking, gambling,
idling, and all manner of sin, we vex cod more on holy days than on oiheis,,, wro6
Luther, noting also that such intemperance left the commonfolk ,,unfit for labor.,,
Even more significant theologically was a work called ,,The Babylonian Captivity
of the Church," whose title linked the pope's rule of the Church withthe enslavement
of the lsraelites described in the Old Testament. lt was written in Latin and intended
for academics. ln it Luther argued that the papacy had perverted Christianity with
beliefs and practices that were man-made rather than springing from the word of
cod. He attacked, in particular, the church's seven *.rurunt--such religious
ceremonies as marriage, ordination, and extreme unction for the dying, which could
be performed only by priests and which supposedly transmitted spiiituit power. Four
out of the seven he rejected on the grounds that they were nowhere mentioned in the
New Testament. This left baptism, the Mass, and penance. (within a year he was to
reject penance also.) Again Luther was calling into question the whole concept of
tr4dition, the idea that cod would not lead the Church into error.
To his opponents, Luther's most outrageous comments were on the Mass. He was
angered by the way the Church used the words of the ancient Creek philosopher
Aristotle to express the doctrine of transubstantiation. Aristotle had said that all things
have both an "essence" and "accidents." The former makes a thing what it is; th]e
latter consists of sensory qualities available to our experience. Aicording to the
church, during the Mass, the accidents of the bread-its taste, texture, and-appearance-remain what they have always been, but its essence changes to the Body of
Christ when the priest makes his dedication. Luther saw these philosophical terms as
a papal conspiracy to enslave Christians to idolatry, the worship of bread. ln fact,
Luther's alternative doctrine-which denied that the priest's wordi brought about any
change in substance, while asserting that the Body of Christ was present in the
administration of the Sacrament-seemed to many to be equally abstract. Far more
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rc{ormers, among them Martin Lulher (far left)
Melanchthon (near left), sheller behind the
bulk of lohn Frederick l, elector of Saxony,
lrutp portrait painted in the early 1540s by Lucas
the Younger. The son of Frederick I of Saxony,
) Ld obstructed the attempts of both the pope and
lbly Roman emperor to silence Martin Luther, lohn
took a personal interest in the reformers' efb inprove standards among both clergy and laity
gh preaching, catechism, and scholarship. But in
, lhe year after Luther's death, he was defeated by
V, imprisoned, and deprived of his titles.

important to most of his followers were two basic changes that he later sanctioned
in the Mass: permitting the laity to partake of the wine as well as the bread, and
substituting Cerman for Latin as the language in which the service was conducted.
To the delight and profit of many printers, thousands of copies of these and other
works of Luther's pen circulated freely in different parts of cermany. censorship of
the press existed but could be applied only locally. ln England or spain, ruled by
relatively strong central governments, Luther's works reached a limited audience, but
in cermany, a book suppressed in one area would soon appear in another, often a
remote town where the printer happened to be on good terms with the magistrates.
Month by month, Luther's reputation as a fearless and outspoken rebel increased.
cermany's low rate of literacy-possibly no more than five percent of the population in the 1520s could read, and these people mostly lived in thetowns--proved
no bar to the spread of Luther's ideas. Reading aloud to a group was a common
activity, and many Cermans encountered Luther through sermons or informal discussions in taverns and bathhouses or at their dinner tables. ln addition, the art of
printing pictures, perhaps with a few lines of text, all carved from the same wooden
block, had reached its zenith by the early sixteenth century; and pictorial images,
often based on traditional symbols and readily understood allusions, could reach a
far wider audience than the printed book. A woodcut could yield up to 4,000 copies
before starting to deteriorate, as compared with the average book edition of 1,000.
The woodcut, together with the printed book, enabled Luther and his followers to
initiate a campaign of mass propaganda. Luther had a clear understanding of the
possibilities of both media: Though familiar with the elite culture of the theologians
and able to put over a sophisticated point in Latin, he also understood the Cerman
people, their language and idiom, and the earthy metaphors and illustrations that
would appeal to them. ln all, Luther was to publish more than 3,000 separate works.
One limitation of the woodcut was its simplicity: lt was hard ly possible to transmit
a complex theological message using only crude pictures and brief captions. woodcuts tended to reduce all argument to a straightforward confrontation between good
and bad-between devils and saints, or ravening wolves and faithful sheep. But this
characteristic was not unsuited to Luther's own cast of mind. He held a dualistic view
of the universe as an arena of perpetual struggle between good and evil forces, with
human souls as the prizes. By about 1520, he had come to believe that the pope was
in fact the Antichrist, and in his denunciations of his opponents, he took delight in
using all the violent or scatological imagery that his fertile mind could command.
The swelling tide of inflammatory tracts convinced pope Leo that proceedings
against Luther could be delayed no longer. ln June .l520, he issued a bull of excommunication that listed Luther's heresies and gave him sixty days in which to recant.
But the legates entrusted with the task of publishing the bull in various Cerman cities
met with considerable opposition. At Mainz, where Luther's books were to be burned
in the main square by the public executioner, this official turned to the crowd before
applying his torch and asked whether the books had been justly condemned. with
one voice they roared back, "No!," whereupon he refused to act. ln Wittenberg,
Luther turned the tables on Rome and revealed his talent for drama by organizing the
public burning of the bull itself, along with various works of scholastic theology.
After the expiry of the sixty days, another bull was issued. This enforced the
excommunication, the final weapon of the Church, cutting off the guilty party from
all Christian society. Luther probably had enough popular support to withstand this
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papal blast, but he now also had to defend himself against the Holy Roman emperor/
tharles V, who announced that he would judge the dispute at a diet-an assembly
of representatives from every part of the empire-to be held in the city of Worms on
the ihine River. Although the recently crowned Charles was interested in reform, he
ruled Spain and much of ltaly, the heartlands of the Catholic church; this fact made
opposiiion to the pope unthinkable and his verdict inevitable. Any doubts on the

while traveling through the Netherlands on his
way to Cermany, made Lutheran heresy a capital offense.
issue were removed when Charles,

The only good news for Luther in this time of crisis came in the form of a letter sent
by Erasmus-to Frederick of Saxony, urging him to maintain his support. The case
against Luther, Erasmus asserted, was evil, based upon "the hatred of letters and the
disire for supremacy." Despite his reservations concerning what he saw as Luther's
impetuous haste to impose reforms, Erasmus was adamant that right was on his side:
,,T'he
world thirsts for the gospel truth, and it seems to be carried in this direction by

a longing ordained, as it were, by fate."
fhe Church originally hoped that the diet would condemn Luther without a hearing, but Charles insisted thatiustice must be seen to be done. Accordingly, Luther was
grinted a safe passage to Worms, and in April 1521, he appeared before an assembly
of about 150 princes, councilors, and delegates from all parts of the empire. lt was
an intimidating audience, but Luther was imbued with a deep confidence in his
cause. The disparity in power between him, a miner's son, and Emperor Charles V,
ruler of vaster domains than anyone since Charlemagne, was canceled out by his
belief that they were both equal-because equally sinful-in Cod's eyes. Truth was
not the property of any historical institution, be it papacy or empire'
ln thecity's greattorchlit hall, Luther was confronted with all his books and was
asked just two questions: Were these works his, and if so, was he prepared to
abandon the views expressed in them? He asked permission to consider his reply
overnight. The next morning he answered yes to the first question. To the second,
after speaking about the nature of his books, he replied:
Since your serene Maiesty and your lordships request a simple answer, I
shall give it, with no strings and no catches. Unless I am convicted by the
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To win the hearts and minds of the largely
illiterate German people, Protestant propagandists coupled their war of words with
an onslaught of satirical illustrations that
depicted the Church of Rome and its leaderi as thoroughly corrupt and, in many cases, even satanic or monstrous.
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testimony of Scripture or plain reason (for t believe neither in pope nor
councils alone, since it is agreed they have often erred and contradicted
themselves), I am bound by the Scriptures t have quoted, and my conscience is captive to the Word of Cod. I neither can nor will revoke
anything, for it is neither safe nor honest to act against one's conscience.
Amen.
The earliest printed version of his speech ended, "Here I stand, lcan do no other."
After such defiance, the verdict was certain. The Edict of Worms placed Luther under
the ban of the empire, a sentence that denied him all civil and legal rights.
But before the edict could be published, Luther had gone into hiding. Although he
had been granted a safe-conduct to return to Wittenberg, his protector Frederick of

Saxony feared for his safety and, not willing to be seen to support him openly,
arranged an ambush. ln the middle of a forest, Luther and his companions were set
upon by armed men and taken to the remote castle of Wartburg outside the town of
Eisenach. Here he remained concealed for nearly a year. He grew his beard and hair,
wore the clothes of a knight, and adopted a pseudonym. The letters he wrote during
this period reveal that he suffered greatly at times from depression and also from
constipation and piles, because of the unaccustomed rich diet. However, he put his

enforced inactivity to good use. He
wrote a number of PamPhlets and, in
the final weeks of his stay, turned to

h lh fiooti*itce to ttrc '1534 edition of Martin LutHs Ccnnari randation of the Old Testament, a richly
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what was perhaps the greatest achieve-

-

ment of his life, the translation of the
Bible into German.
Luther's Cerman version of the New
Testament, rendered from the Creek,
was published in 1522; rhe Old Testament took much longer, because of oth-

er demands on his time, but was com-

pleted in 1534. The dissemination of
Luther's Bible was to make the Saxon
dialect in which it was written the standard language for all Cermany. For his
New Testament translation he had few
books on hand and no other scholars in
the vicinity to consult, but he made eve-

ry effort possible to employ a rich and

accurate vocabulary. When researching the exact Cerman words for the biblical names of parts of animals used in

sacrifices, for examPle, he took the
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life'
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Vulgate,
rhe onlv version of the scriptures recognized by the church.was the Latin
death for protranslated by Saint Jerome in the fourth century, and many. had met
that he was no
ducing or even owning unauthorized editions. But Luther also knew
Theses,
longelalone. lf, durinithe years following the publication of the N.inety-five
thelope had been more determined in his opposition or Frederick of saxony more
But he had
hesiiant in his support, Luther's voice could have quickly been silenced.
,riuiu"d this critical period, and he spoke now as one of a whole chorus of reformers'
His call for
The timing of Luther's protest against indulgences had been crucial.
that
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ln 1521, a former Franciscan preacher named Johann Eberlin published a series oi
pamphlets in which Luther's criticisms of the Roman church were developed into a
wide-ranging list of prescriptions for life in an ideal society. Priests were to be electec
by their congregations and were to be allowed to practice "all honorable trades anc
occupations." stiff penalties were laid down for immoral conduct: Adulterers tre:e
to be executed, chronic drunks drowned, and blasphemers publicly beaten. Ebe:i
also described in detail the new places of worship where Christians should gaihe':
Churches are to be built wide and strong and without extraYagance. Tne''
are to contain no precious stones nor any silver or gold -sare lo'
-:
Eucharistic cup. . . . They are to have no liturgical vesse/s ber onc "'
necessary for two prlests. A common tablecloth maY be used ior t-€ ; :;^:
although its color maY be altered.Within churches one mav reac -'
and teach only what is written in the books of the Bible.
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Roman Empire, was largely autonomous-Huldrych Zwingli, a preacher ca::l
Zurich, carried out reforms far more rigorous than anything Luther had adrcc'.:l
Obeying to the letter the second commandment-"Thou shalt not make u:tc, .-::
any graven image"-he rid the town's churches of crucifixes, statuar\, cra .::
censars, and other ritual objects. He enjoyed the full support of the Iocal aui:c' : .:
and the pope, fearing that interference would be counterproductive, lert rr- : :^=
-=: - ln Wittenberg, Luther's followers were acting with similar vigor under the c
of another lecturer at the university named Andreas Karlstadt. They destror ec : : -'::
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fifteen, and administered Communion in the clothes of an ordinary citizen. There had
also appeared in the city certain bearded strangers who called themselves Heavenly
Propheis; these visitors came from the town of Zwickau, and their pastor/ Thomas
Mrinzer, interpreted the authority of the Bible according to the "inner li8ht" that he
claimed was vouchsafed directly by God to his chosen people.
ln 1522, Luther returned to Wittenberg. He considered that the immediate threat
to his safety had abated, and besides, he was anxious to restrain his more radical
colleagues. Luther, though approving their aims, sought to moderate their means:
"Chrisiian love should not employ harshness here." But he was powerless to rein in
Mrinzer or to limit the appeal of his fiery message to the peasantry. Convinced that
the end of the world was imminent, Mtinzer insisted that change would come through
revolution by the common people, whom he saw as Cod's instrument. He was
chased out of a number of Saxon towns by alarmed magistrates, but in'l 524, an
opportunity arose for Mlinzer to put his beliefs into practice.

l"

ln the summer of that year, bands of peasants in the southern region of the Black
Forest took up arms against their landlords. One of the first local rebellions was
provoked by the demand of a countess that the workers on her estates in Strihlingen
collect strawberries for her table and snail shells on which to wind her embroidery
silks when they were busily engaged in gathering in the harvest from their fields. The
uprisings were spontaneous and uncoordinated, but by 1525, castles and monasteries
were being plundered across the whole of southern Cermany and Thomas M[inzer

a peasant army in Thuringia. Several manifestoes were
published listing the peasants' demands: Along with the abolition of certain taxes and
feudal obligations, these included the right to choose their own pastors and other
reforms that echoed the ideas of Luther and his colleagues.
Luther himself was horrified. He feared that the present and potential achievements
of the reform movement were being squandered in anarchy. Ecclesiastical and not
political or social change had always been his goal: He believed that human life was
so short, and eternity so long, that there was no point in wasting time on issues of
social engineering and justice. lf Cod had placed some people in authority and made
others peasants, then such was his will, and to oppose it was to do the Devil's work.
While peasants fought and died against the professional armies of the princes, Luther
wrote one of his most uncompromising tracts, "Against the Murdering, Thieving
Hordes of Peasants." ln this work, he fully endorsed the slaughter of the masses that
was taking place: "So let anyone who can, strike, kill, or stab, secretly or openly,
recalling that nothing can be more venomous, damaging, or demonic than a rebel."
The princes whose territories were being ravaged needed no such encouragement.
Against their disciplined troops, the ill-equipped peasant armies quickly fell apart;
some 100,000 rebels were killed, and many more were left homeless. Captured after
the battle of Frankenhausen in May 1525, Mtlnzer was tortured and executed.
The failure of the Peasants' war was a turning point for the Reformation. Mass
support for radical leaders had vanished, and the progress of reform was now dependent on the cooperation of more-moderate leaders, Iocal town councils, and the
prlnces. During the rest of the 1520s, the caution that this situation induced in
Luther's followers proved beneficial to their cause. Rejecting the use of coercion, they
paced their demands to suit the time and place. Lutheran evangelists entering towns
and cities across Cermany preached obedience to the law as well as ecclesiastical
reform, and they won over a steadily increasing number of citizens. Magistrates and
councilors, mediating between the conservative princes and emperor and the increasingly reform-minded citizens, found themselves compelled to accede to popular
demands and so further the transformation of Luther's ideas into actual practices.
The evangelists were particularly successful in the imperial cities, which boasted
the highest concentration of those people--including educated clergy and wealthy
merchants-who had most to gain from religious and political reform. As early as the
spring of 1525, the councilors of Nuremberg, bowing to popular pressure, took action
to expel Catholic preachers, assume control of all ecclesiastical appointments, and
establish a training college for new ministers whose curriculum was supervised by
Philipp Melanchthon, a close colleague of Luther's. Strasbourg, Ansbach, Hamburg,
and other cities soon followed Nuremberg's example; and although in certain towns
it took a decade or longer foi" reforms to be formally instituted, more than twothirds
of the imperial cities in Cermany eventually adopted Lutheranism. After the death of
Frederick of Saxony in 1525, his successors continued to support Luther; and the
had taken command of
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reform movement was strengthened by the recruitment in 1 526 of Philip of Hesse, the
ruler of a large state adjoining Saxony, and in 1528, ol Albert of Hohenzollern, ruler

of the duchy of Prussia.
By 1529, when Charles V sent word to a diet convening at Speyer that the traditional forms of Catholic worship should be restored, six princes and fourteen cities
were sufficiently committed to Lutheranism to issue a protest against this demand.
They became known as the Protesting Estates, and the word ,,protestant,, was subsequently applied to anyone who left the Roman church. Meeting in the following
year in the small town of schmalkalden on the borders of saxony and Hesse, the
Lutheran princes and delegates from the cities formed the Schmalkaldic League and
pledged: "wherever any one of us is attacked on account of the word of cod and
the doctrine of the cospel, the others will immediately come to his assistance."
This growing political strength could never have come about had not Charles V
been distracted by many other problems. During much of the 1520s, Charles was
preoccupied with establishing his authority in Spain; he also had to fight off French
incursions into his territories in ltaly and repeated invasions by the Ottoman Turks,
who were intent on expanding their empire both in the Mediterranean and in central
Europe. Each time Charles attempted to subdue the rebellious cerman princes, he
was interrupted by a renewed French or ottoman attack. ln 1529, when the ottomans advanced as far as Vienna, Charles was eventually compelled to grant temporary toleration to the Lutheran princes in return for their military support.
Continually frustrated in his attempts to impose religious unity and obedience to
the Church of Rome in the empire, Charles was helpless to prevent the reform
movement from consolidating during the next two decades. ln any case, the Reformation was now becoming an international phenomenon, with active centers far
beyond Charles's sphere of influence. ln England, Henry vlll re.iected the authority
of the pope-who refused to allow him to divorce Catherine of Aragon when she
failed to bear him an heir-and in 1534 established the Anglican church. Sweden and
Finland had adopted Lutheranism in 1527 and 1528, and in 1536, a Lutheran national church was established in Denmark also.
ln the same year/ a French theologian named John Calvin arrived in Ceneva, where
he was to preach a rigorous brand of reform whose influence was to be even more
extensive than Lutheranism. Believing that nothing less than a complete restructuring
of both church and society was necessary, Calvin developed a coherent set of
doctrines to deal with all aspects of civil and ecclesiastical life. These precepts were
stamped with the imprint of Calvin's own austere personality, and they bore witness
to the jealous Cod of the Old Testament rather than the merciful Cod of the New
Testament. Participation in worldly pleasures such as singing, dancing, or drinking
was severely curtailed. Church officials were given the rightto inspect all households
at least once a year to check on backsliders; they were empowered to order members
of the congregation to account for their actions and, if necessary/ to excommunicate
them. Only Cod's chosen people, Calvin preached, were assured of salvation, and
these elect were distinguished as much by their deportment and Christian code of
conduct as by their profession of faith.
Convinced that their church would be strengthened through discipline, the citizens
of the independent republic of Ceneva submitted to Calvin's strict regime; and from
Geneva, a new generation of evangelists set out to spread the Calvinist message
throughout Europe. The doctrines they preached-more radical than Lutheranism in
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Bible and more on discipline and indoctrination-not least in his views on the family,
which he regarded as central to Christian life.
Dismayed by a widespread ignorance of the most basic Christian doctrines,
Luther
composed catechisms to be used in homes and schools so that, through constant
repetition, children might build a firm foundation in the faith. H" ,rg"i fathers
to
instill in their children_the habit of reciting the Ten Commandments,lhe Apostles,
Creed, and the Lord's Prayer at mealtimes and upon rising and going to bed-,,and
unless they repeat them they should be given neither foJd noidririk.,, only
at an
advanced stage could they then be allowed to study the Bible.

His attitude toward women was even more dogmatic, conditioned by a stern
conviction that the duty of all women was to marry and bear children: ,,A woman
does not have complete mastery over herself. Cod created her body that she
should
be with a man and bear and raise children.,, Nor was he sympathetic toward the
dangers of pregnancy: "lf women grow weary or even die whiie bearing children,

that does no harm. Let them bear children to death, that,s what they,re there for.,,
The
general effect of Lutheran reforms was to narrow the choices that had previously
been
available to women: ln states that adopted his creed, divorce became even harder
for

commoners to obtain than in Catholic principalities, and the suppression of nunneries denied the possibility of a celibate, religious vocation.
For all his strictures on women and children, however, Luther found great joy
in
his own marriage. Hewed in 1525, the year marked by the mass slau[hter
of'the
rebellious peasant armies. His wife, Katharina von Bora, was one of nine nuns who
had escaped from a convent. Luther had undertaken to find them husbands;
when the
last of the nine kept reminding him of his promise, Luther finally decided
to marry her
himself' She bore him six children, and in the trvo decades oi their marriage,
while
the progress of the Reformation was being determined at the conference tables of
Europe, Luther's domestic life became increasingly the center of his attention.
He continued to write, preach sermons/ and teach new students at the University
of Wittenberg. He continued especially to argue: not justwith delegates of the
Roman
church but with allies or potential allies such as Erasmus and Zwinili. He exchanged
angry letters with the former, and with the latter, he quarreled biierly at a meetfng
arranged by Philip of Hesse in 1529 to affirm unity in the reform movement.
Two years later, Zwingli was killed in battle while defending Zurich against the
forces of reaction in Switzerland. Erasmus died in 1536. Luthlr lived on into old
age--a patriarchal figure in a household crowded with children, student lodgers, and
visitors from abroad-an elder of a church that was still young. He was incieasingly
'he
troubled by illness and by bouts of depression in which
w6ndered at his ,urpJnsibility for the consequences of the movement he had initiated. He died of a heart
attack on February '18,1546.
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Two months before Luther's death, a general council of the Roman church met at
Trent, just north of the ltalian border and within the Holy Roman Empire. lts purpose
was to restore order and authority to the ministry, and its convocation was the
culmination of an internal movement for reform that had been gathering pace since
the end of the previous century, even before the outspok", .rili.ir6 of Luther.
.l480,
The call for change had been especially strong in

spain-where in
King
Ferdinand and Queen lsabella had founded the lnquisition, a tribunal charged
witf,
rooting out heresy-and in ltaly, where the accession of Pope paul lll in 1534 marked
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the beginning of vigorous new policies to combat the tide of the Reformation. ln
1540, Pope Paul gave his blessing to the Society of Jesus, a militant group of priests
dedicated to propagating the faith through education and missionary work. The
bishops at Trent approached their task with similar determination, and between their
first meeting and the final adjournment of the council in '1563, they succeeded in
revitalizing the Roman church. They legislated against corruption, established training colleges for priests, and drew up an index of books forbidden to Catholics. And
they reaffirmed almost every doctrine that Luther had attacked, reserving for the
Church of Rome the exclusive right to interpret the Bible and command obedience.
ln 1547 , Emperor Charles V-briefly relieved of hostile pressure from both France
and the Ottomans-roundly defeated the Protestant army of the Schmalkaldic League
at MLihlberg in Saxony. But the victory came too late. By this stage, even those rulers
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who had remained loyal to the Catholic church were unwilling to bow to the emperor's authority, and the Protestants rebuilt their military strength by making an
alliance with the new king of France, Henry ll. Renewed fighting forced Charles to
accept the inevitable, and in 1555, he signed the Peace of Augsburg, which gave all
secular German princes and independent cities the right to choose between Lutheranism and Catholicism. Subjects were to abide by their ruler's choice, although those

who dissented were permitted to migrate to other territories.
Thus, where a prince so chose, his people could adopt Lutheranism without fear
of reprisals. The Reformation in Germany had passed into law. However, in ending
what they perceived to be the tyranny of Rome, the leaders of reform had found it
necessary to impose a discipline that-in its restrictions on gambling, dancing, beg-

life-was even more enveloping. There were
now two orthodoxies within Cermany in place of one, a situation that inevitably gave
rise to tensions between their respective followers.
ln fact, the Peace of Augsburg was an expedient truce rather than a final settlement.
The toleration it granted to Lutherans in Cermany did not extend to Calvinists,.lews,
or other minority groups. ln the following decades, Calvinist gains and the success of
the reformed Roman church in winning back many of its former adherents made the
treaty increasingly out of date. Also, despite the growth of a national consciousness
that had accompanied the Reformation, the treaty failed to resolve the disunity of the
fragmented territories that made up the Holy Roman Empire; and early in the seventeenth century, renewed religious and political conflict was to lead to the Thirty
Years' War, in which Germany was rent by both civil war and foreign invasions.
Outside Cermany, the coexistence of Christian communities obedient to sharply
opposed doctrines led to similar conflict. At the heart of most European states there
was now a core of committed dissidents who placed loyalty to their church above
loyalty to their country. Their demands were radical and nonnegotiable, for they did
not seek toleration but a total religious change: They wished their faith to be the only
one permitted in the land. To suppress these nonconformists, who were branded as
heretics, governments resorted to extreme measures, including burnings at the stake.
ln addition, the success of the Reformation altered the diplomatic balance. As some
countries became Protestant and others remained Catholic, old alliances were broken
and new bonds of common interest were forged between religious minorities and
those adhering to the same faith in different countries. Until the passions unleashed
by the Reformation began to die down in the late seventeenth century, every international conflict was, to some extent, also a religiously motivated civil war.
The conservative Luther would have been horrified by the subversion of the social
order that followed in his wake. ln Scotland, followers of the Calvinist preacher John
Knox were to depose the Catholic Queen Mary so as to secure the triumph of the
Presbyterian church. ln the Netherlands, Protestant fervor combined with nationalist
sentiment in a long and bloody revolt against the rule of Catholic Spain. ln France,
bitter feuds between Calvinist and Catholic political factions culminated in the Massacre of Saint Bartholomew's Day on August 24, 1572; on that day and in the
following weeks, more than 10,000 Protestants were killed. This bloodshed left an
enduring legacy of prejudice and suspicion. lt is doubtful whether, when he wrote his
theses against the sale of indulgences in 1517, the young Martin Luther realized how
deeply his vision would touch the hearts of his fellow Christians. Certainly he could
not have foreseen that the price of saving human souls would be so high.
ging for alms, and other aspects of civil
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